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G. S. Rousseau 

ARE THERE REALLY MEN OF BOTH "CULTURES''? 

"We haYe too many specialized worlds that h::l\'e no connection 

with each other." 

Pierre Bou!ez, Tim~ Uagazint. 
·' 27 September 1971 

• 

The 1959 Rcdc Lecture is new alm:::>st as famous as its author, Lord 
Snow; and its portrait of intel~ecttonl elites ns well as naturalluddites circulated 

among the reading mas~es a> b:·ead and butter. "Two cu'tures" is so hackneyed 

a phra£e that it has l:een admitted to ~everal dictior.aries, c!e. a~ed to the ahar 

of historical truth, and now ma:e the subject of formal uni . ersity courses from 

Harvard to Berke~ey, MiT to La Jolla. . . -, ... 1 . ' , 

That there \\·ere, and still are, difficu!ties with Lord Snow's formulation 

is not news. Months of paper \Ya: fare in the cai'ies, weeklies, and quarterlies, 

in addition to the interr..ecinc ripestes o£ Dr. Lewis, a··e only a dimension of the 
fracas. \Vhen critics in the Sixties dissected and vi\ i~ec~ed Snow's two cu~tures, 

they prescribed further exploratory surgery. After a seeming cure, complica

tions that rc:::rened tl-.e wound \\·ere disco\ ered. l\'ew warfare ensued and 

ended in bit:er lcgoma:hy. 

What is a "culture"? P recisely wk'ch two cultures, and what about the 
counter-culture? Wbt certainty that there is net or will net be a third, fourth, 

or fifth culture? Vv'h:tt aSout the immense prob~ems of communication within 

a single culture? What is tl-:e history of tl-:e organism? Why did the rift arise 
in the first place? Is it :1 genuir:ely cultural divide: or something else? 

•Origina\ly delive:ed as an opening address :It the Edinburgh [ntemational Con
ference on the Arts and Sciences, 7-9 july 1971, and now much expanded into the 
present form. 
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Lord Snow responded but not to the satisfaction of his opponents. He 
had resisted explanation from the start: 1 

I have thought a long time about going in for funher refinement: but in the end 
I have decided against. I was searching for something a little more than a dash
ing metaphor, a good deal less than a cultural map: and for those purposes the 
two cultures is about right, and subtilizing any more would bring more dis
advantages than it's worth. 1 

I 
Possibly true. But the subtilization would still be made-if not by Snow, then 
by the opposition, by outsiders with no vested interest or ax to grind, and
not emphatically-by tl:e counter-culture.2 

Where are \\'e two deca~es later? The present paper is a partial answer 
originating in two p!a:es. First, a comment in Snow's Rede Lecture that the 
"non-scientists have no conception of the scientific edifice at all;"3 and second, 

a remark by a German philosopher personally uttered to me last year while on 
a tour of the German universities: that the non-scientists have n~ver had any 
conception of it and ne. er would. 

Snow's comment was actually the truer. He was talking exclusively 
about education: syllabi and the like. He had stated that even if the non

scientists wanted to pos~ess knowledge of the scientific edifice, they could not. 
"It is rather as though", he wrote, "over an immense range of intellectual expe~ 
rience, a who1e group was tone-dea£."4 This idea of tone-deafness stuck in 

my ear. The Germa'1 philosopher had more specifically maintained that in 

the whole of recorded history only a few men \vere profoundly knowledgeable 
of b:;th the science and a-ts of their time. I asked him to name them. He 
rep'ied Aristotle, Bacon, Gcethe, and Hegel. A strange lot of bedfellows, but 
such was his contention. 

Neither Snow's remark nor the German's strikes me as true. Some
where, I thought, physicists and engineers must read Shakespeare and Dickens 
with de!ight, and, comer$ely, some of my literary colleagues can describe the 

Second law of Tl:ermodynamics. Contrarily, if today Aristotle's genius is 
universally reccgnized and his scientific learning considerable, his literary 
acumen, notwithstanding The Pcetics, is controversial.~ And if Goethe fits 

the bill to a remarkab~e degree, the <arne cannot be said for Bacon, who 
apparently neither carried out the experimental program he advocated nor 
seems to have understood the most comprehensible of his literary contem~ 

poraries, let alone the esoteric writers whom one would expect to be under

stood by an inhabitant of both Snow's cultural realms.6 
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The matter is, of course, more complicated: the two cultures a~ not so 
black and white as has sometimes been thought: between them is a vast gray 
plain on which the two merlap, the a!most untrodden hinterlands of biohistory. 
We are, furthermore, just beginning to learn-thanks to tl:e school of French 
structuralism, Chomsky's Cartesian linguistics, and the e\en more recent 
teachings of anti-Chomsky-ites-how litt'e is known about the nature and 
function of language; and it is strong delusion to think we have understood 
the "other culture" without comprehending fundamental linguistic pre~epts. 

And then there is the problem of obsoletism; one no sooner latches on to some· 
thing that seems terribly significant as a mode of unlocking the problem and 
discm·ering access to its heartland, than his theory is pronounced out of date, 
That I should presume in approximately twenty pages to answer either Lord 
Snow or my German philosopher is itself an act of outrage. But 1 ask your 
indulgence in attempting to sketch out sotT'ething historically a little more 
accurate than either, while emphasizing that tt indeed falls short of a proper 
suney or guide/ 

I. THE QUESTION 

I suppose that t~e question itself, as given, is incredibly muddy, and 
may not eren make much sense. If, for no ether reason than that science and 
the arts were, strictly speaking, not considered independent activities before 
the eighteenth century-and then there is plenty of evidence of their cohabita
tion even after that. But recently, perhaps in the last two or three centuries, 
hostility has dereloped, even if our educational system on the surface seems not 
to reflect this. Scientists and non-scientists alike, a!l imbibe Shakespeare in 
school and a'l possess some notion, however primiti;e, of cell structure. We 
exchange art books for Christmas and visit planetariums on holiday. But if 
we stipulate meaning as a neces~a ~y condition; if we ask what does this play 
by Shakespeare mean, or what do you mean by the concept of a cell or atom? 
-then the matter takes on a very diffe~ent color. Then we are describing a 
strikingly small e:ite comprised of highly educated peop~e among whom there 
cannot be more than a few who embra:e knowledge of both spheres. The 
problem is, how much ought we to refine and "subtilize"-Lord Snow's term 
-the gray area between "ha ·e you read a work by Shakespeare?" and "what 
does this work mean?" To be sure it is naire to think that most Feop!e who 
can describe the Second Law of Thermodynamics actually possess any under

standing of its origin, genesis , implications, and relation to other scientific laws. 
As preposterous as assuming that the engineer who laughs at Falstaff and 
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weeps OYer H::~m!et discerns, clinically and analytically, why these characters 
have mmed him.!! 

Mudcl~ed though the question is, I still should like to brave it. Which 

men in history were genuinely \ersed in beth science and the arts? If my 

catalogu~ t·aiscnne is sore!y deficient, you will understand that 1 am skimming 

through two thousand years, se!ecting what suits my purposes, implicitly 

a)juring tf.e rest as foreign, and leaving for the printed version of this talk 

some o£ the best examples 1 h::ne found. . , , 
.· , .. . , . .. · . , .... , . , :)_ .. . , _ .. _-. :: -- . ". _ _, . . ·. , , i.·- ,-, ,-,.·r ·:1 .1 

T 
II. STANDARDS, IDEALS, AND ATTEMPTS AT DEFINITION 

~ .~ : . 

Lord Snow continues to maintain that "the two cultures were already 

dangerously scparn:e sixty years ago",n at the turn of this century. It is less 

evident that t~.ey were dangercus!y growing apart before that; not, perhaps, 

in the obvious ~ense, but still growing apart. True, Aristotle, Pliny, even 

Lucretius, took all know:cdge as tl--.eir province, while Michelangelo influenced 

Rer:ais~ance :-11:aromy, Da Vinci early technolcgy, and Milton, prince of pcets, 

peered through Ga"i!eo's te:esccrc.10 But gazing at stars, as Milton so won· 

drously did, hardly qua'ities him for a degree in astronomy or entree to a 

~cientific elite, CSl=c;:jalJy if \VC make a translation to the equiva!ent correlative 
today. \ · · 1 . J" 

At preci~e:y this point, the question begins to fail us. We have no con· 

trols for proving cr disproYing anything, and it isn't e\en clear if proof is what 
we wnnt. By "genuir:eiy ver~ed in both science and the arts" do we mean 

that a painter, for cxam/e, 1 eads ana:omical treatises, or that a pcet uses scien

tific expressions and gets them right, or do we mean something else altogether? 

If tr.e former, sure:y tbt will net do, for the n science nc\ cr could be any good 

to art: mere infh.:ence is not enough under arry circumstances. EYen in the 

1959 Rede Lecture, Lord Snow imisted-and rightly so----that "science has got 

to be assimi~a:d with, and as prt and parcel of, the whole of our mental 

experience, and u~ed as r:atu:ally as the rest".11 Today we know that science 

can r:c,·er l:e::cme a region of our mi nds: the hostility to it from every corner, 

e\·cn its closest allies, is tr.o great. Bm one still wishes to interpret Snow's 

original meaning and answer his questions before sketching out the decade 

between: 1959· I%'). . · I 
I b·e !:een told that my standards here are impossibly ideal; that we 

today li\·e in :m age in which one cannot keep abreast of his own small fie 1d, 

let alone of another man's . But past herces do exist. Goethe serves as a good 
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example: the greatest of German pcets, he was a~so one of the first serious 
students of environmental influence on plants, an asFect that cccupies a central 
position among topics for modern biological re~e:treh. Yet he <lid eien more: 
having failed in an attempt extending oYer many yea rs to discover the arche
typal plant, the Urfplanze, he endeavoured to study biolcgical m~xpho~ogy, 

that subject which, unlike anatomy, seeks to elucidate tl:e processes go' 1:rning 
achieved structure rather than descriptions of the structure it~e:f. 1 2 Like 
Coleridge and Bonnerot, or Alb recht von Haller befo;e him, 1-.e was both a 
poet and creative scientist; but Gcethe, unlike Era~mus Carwin whose B::tan

nic Garden represents a nadir in English pcetry, \\as ab~e to assimi'~:te his 
scientific experience into perdurable pcetry. 1l.e g:eat English neuro-physiol
ogist, Sir Charles Sherrington, on the other hand, creati e:y innO\ a ted in sdence, 
delivered in 1942 a beautifully polished Denecke lectu1e at Cami:Jridge on 
Goethe's view of nature (although some Germanic scho~a rs ha·,e taken him to 

task for several of his assumptions and gene:·a:izations), but could not himself 
write verse of enduring merit.13 ' · · J i ,, ·. 

··" This matter invoh:es more than a degree of genius pre:ent in a man, 
and leads me to the next point: the role of imagination in attempting to know 
and actively learn about both areas. Perha?s no one since the ~econd War 
has written more eloquently on the subject than Sir f'eter Medawar, the Nobel 
Laureate in Medicine for 1960 and the Director of the National Institute for 
Medical Research. I refer to his now famous es~ ay, "Hypothesis and Imagina
tion" in The Art of the Soluble (1967), but he has a'so discus~d tl:e topic in 
The Future of Man (1960) and bzduction and lntuiti~n in Scientific Thcught 

(1969). Despite occasional insights, Sir feter's literary attainments are not 
outstanding; certainly they say nothing the pro{e:;sior al !itera:y men do not 
know. I£ Lord Salisbury's (1830-1903) Ja'Joratory at Hatfie'd "·a• ama~eurish, 
the same label must be giYen to Sir Peter's huma1istic or.es. His Roma::es 
Lecture on "Literature and Science" (1968), publishe::l in Enccunter (January 
1969), was attacked by literary critics as rough and inflexib!e, and prc~ipita~ed 
a heated debate revealing that Medawar doubt'essly knew more aSout science 
than about the arts. The problem is not, as one po~emicis t noted, that Meda
war's literary precepts simply would not gahanize anyone, but that he had 
not really read English letters in all their brea:::lth and enorm~)Us \ariety. 
Medawar's difficulty, therefore-and if one may resort to such strong language 
-stands at oblique angles to the stereotype of an idiotic literary scholar who 
throws up his hands-as I have actua1ly witnessed on tr.e campus of a great 
American university-and says he dcesn't want to kllow a thing about science 
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because the field is too big.14 Medawar has tried; he has read; he has digested 
a fair amount of quintessential and c\en esoteric material. But what he has 
consumed, essentially the Romantic poets, has been filtered through a curiously 
rigid crucible that unflinchingly fuses literature with his own predilections 
for scientific truth; one that causes him, for example, to talk about Blake and 
Shelley as if their poetry were of the same order as 1'he Optics or The Origin 
of Species; as if Blake's "Nobodaddy" or Shel~ey's "Arch Fiend" were simply 
a mindless pair-maniac and tyrant-who had stupidly missed the who!e point 
of early nineteenth-century materialism and applied science. Nowhere does 
Medawar give us a clue that in literature, esrecia1ly poetry, words are often 
trying to say something other than what they actually do say. "I do"-those 
two simple monosyllables-placed at a certain moment in a p'ay by Shake
speare or a novel by Joyce can give us the whole world; e:sewhere, in a treatise 
by Darwin or Mill, they may denote the most insignificant tri\ia. 

Most past scientists haYe not fared much better, a~though there seems to 
be less to know as one recedes from the present. The few scientists who have 
actually read the "other culture" have not left impressiYe remains. Dr. William 
Whewell, the noted nineteenth-century philosopher and Master of Trinity 
College, Cambridge, wrote journals that teem with literary references and 
obscure allusions demonstrating familiarity with English poetry through 
Keats.1

1i But little evidence exists of his making the slightest sense of what 
he read, at least if the best critical writings of his contemporaries are a means 
of measurement. His case illuminates, once again, the chasm in the early 
Victorian era: eYen then the "two cultures" were dangerously sepa~ate, if by 
"dangerous" one connotes a degree of understanding. The Hux!eys were 
more "literary" and their ideas more eexible, but one searches in ,·ain for 
distinguished work in both realms by a sing!e member of the family. William 
Carlos Williams, a mediocre twentieth century physician who wrote first-rate 
poetry that will be read centuries in the future, such as Patterson, has exploited 
a certain amount of his medical knowledge in his pcems; but the com-erse is 
nowhere apparent: of poetry having made the slightest difference to his practice 

in New Jersey. i . 

. \: 
III. ASSIMILATION OR NOTHING 
One point about the interrelationship of science and the arts, then, en~ 

tails assimilation of each, as Snow says, by the other if either ought to be 
labelled profoundly, or even significantly, influential. This sounds good in 
theory; what does it mean in practice? Newton's non-mathematical works 
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are abundant testimony of the failure of significant influence: his histories and 
chronologies of ancient kingdoms rneal no great prose style and display litt~e 
indebtedness to seventeenth-century masters of the English language. 16 The 
reception of these writings involves a certain amount of recognition by later 
scholars, but comparison with Milton proves discouraging: if Milton, to turn 
back a century, romantically dreamed about worlds without end while looking 
through Galileo's telescope and was able to infuse his epic pcem with th<: spirit 
of the New Astronomy-therefore his rerretual muse Urania-Newton, con
versely, achieved nothing of the sort and aprears pa~e in contrast. MoYement 
backwards and forwards, carrying o·. er from one rea'm to another, rarely 
appears in actual practice, eYen among towering intel~ects. Unless we mean 
something negative by assimilation, very little of it is to be discoYered by comb-
ing the annals of the past. · ; 

Lord Snow notwithstanding, history teaches that the humanists have in 
this regard fared better than the scientists. Science has net, to echo Keats, 
unwoven the humanist's rainbow; nor has she, as Wordsworth spora:lically 
feared, dismantled the poet. Quite the contrary, the humanists have be:::n the 
avant garde, as it were-the more aggressive and \·oracious for foreign knowl
edge. If not "mandarins" themselves, commanding Ya >t empires of knowl
edge, they have at least carried the torch to break down formidab~e barriers. 
Hegel's philosophy of nature, for example, and to a lesser extent his philosophy 
of history and art, as well as his general dia'e:tics, are grounded in sound 
scientific method about which he probably wculd net ha ·.e known without 
formal training in science. He spent many ye:m studying mathematics and 
astronomy, wrote a scientific habilitation thesis, De Orb.'tis Planetarum, in 
which he violently attacked Newton and dem:mstra:ed a pricri that there could 
not be another planet between Jupiter and Ma-s, and constru:ted a system of his
tory, whatever its faults, which firmly straddb the sbdcwy boundaries of 
science and humanism.17 

Hegel typifies "assimilation" at its best and most imaginatiYe. But 
examples are rife of the opposite tendency-alienation-and they are weighty 
in number and distribution throughout time. If Bacon seems to have a?pre
ciated little in the poet's or painter's repertory, Julian SorreB Huxley has not 
in our own century come out much better. Who, today, reviYes his fi lms or 
reads The Captive Shrew and Other Pcems cf a Biologist? If these poems, 
or what passes as poetry, had a certain limitd vogue during the Thirties, this 
was not because the critics were duped but was owing to the honesty and un
pretentiousness of the poems themsehes-to Huxley's having said the kind of 
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things about evolution and ethics people then wished to hear. Huxley demon· 
strates assimilation on the surface only; underneath exists a deep current of 
alienation, although one would ne. er know it from reading his many treatises 
on scientific humanism in which the "two cultures" are ~eemingly wedded.11 

They may theoretically appear to ha\e sustained each other in Huxley's mind, 
to be necessary to his innate sense of progress, and to all his theories of the 
origin and basis of religion. But all his syntheses and proEelytizing were an 
attempt to convince himself that he wasn't alienated, wasn't immured behind 
an iron gate with no exit to the free world; and the fa:t now having come to 
light-as his appraisers agree-entails plenty of alienation within his professed 
credo of progress, science, and more scientific-progress. Ha. ing WO\en a mazy 
rhetorical web, he convinced his contemporaries that, despite the horrors of 
materialism, they could make it to the next day. .: ~: - l . . : · ' ,,. ·: · 

By now the scientist's alienation lamentably seems permanently fixed. 
Ludwig von Bertalanffy, the Canadian scientist who has done much research 
into theoretical organismic conceptions in biology, has recently proclaimed to 
the North American press that he is interested only in science; and the late 
J.D. Bernal is known to have asked T. S. Eliot at a banquet honoring illustrious 
men, precisely what aspect of The W astc!and caused so many people of such 
different backgrounds to wish to read it: Eliot stared and fina lly replied, the 
poetry itself, not its ideas, which left Bernal baff~ed and speech!ess. Linnaeus, 
the great Swedish taxonomer of the eighteenth century-may hare culti\ ated 
the company of dogs but not, so far as I have been ab!e to learn, the fine arts 
or belles-lettres.19 In the writing of modern scientists, alienation is not infre
quently transformed and its target located in uni ersity curricuta, as in the 
acidulous remarks of Cyril Darlington, the British geneticist who has been 

angrily excoriating the humanities for three dec:.des: _ : l ,-__ ; : 

In general, the dead hand of ancient endowments h~s tied down our universities, 
and through them our schoo's, on the steri!e bed of verbal erudition. It is a bed 
on which they have made themselves very comfortab!e. Our educa:ional system 
has become devoted more and more to repeating the past and less to creating the 
future.20 

I 
Naturally, the task of appraising professional scientins who dabb~e in 

the arts involves a smaller chore than artists who rarely wander into scientific 
beds. Conrad Waddington, the animal geneticist who instructs in the eminent 
university of this city, throughout his distinguished career has painted canvases 
and has written a book studying certain aspects of the influence physics and 
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chemistry in particular have: had on painters; Behind Appearancn: A Study 
of the Relations Between Painting and the Natural Sciences in this Century 
(Edinburgh, 1969), which opens with this magnanimous pronouncement: 
"Any rerson who tries to remain ali, e in all his faculties must be ready for the 
experiences offered by seyeral, if not all, of the main types of human experience, 
even if his own work is only one of them." But ultimately the book does not 
demonstrate the best creative possibilities of "both" worlds, as reviewers 
apologetically noticed. Waddington's other partly humanistic book, Th~ 

Natur~ of Life, reveals a very different view of both nature and life from that 
of many humanists, especially its confidence in progress and its refusal to gaze 
at inevitable precesses of decay inexorably indigenous to the human life cycle. 

Nowhere, howeYer, do we view the gap between Snow's two cultures 
more appallingly than in the roster of Nobel Prize winners, from its inception 
in 1901 to the present. A sea, indeed a 'ast ocean, exists between the phy~ical
chemical names on the left hand of the page, and the literary on the right side. 
From Yeats and Mann to Camus and Borges, I find no name in which science 
has been incorporated and "assimilated" into the tissue of the author's art. 
Bertrand Russell stands alone; but eren he has not risen to the level of a Goethe. 
If Shaw, to look upon another contemporary, seems incessantly to babble about 
science-in specific characters like Tanner in Man and Superman, throughout 
his pl:ly Th~ Docter's Dil~mma, and in all his commentaries:!l_the impression 
carries o good deal of deception: his doctrine of creative evolution stands almost 
in premeditated opposition to ererything Darwin wrote and said, and chal
lenges, in addition, the deepest bases of the rest of nineteenth-century science. 
Shaw was a social propagandist who would not have bothered with the scholia 
of Newton's Opticks, for example, let alone with the Opticks themsehes. For 
him as thorough1y and conclusi\ ely as for Joyce, science was an unprepossessing 
wraith: portentous and beckoning but ultimately too ridiculous and patently 
absurd to bother with. 

My contention, then, is that modern science doesn't really seem pro
foundly capaSie of favorably nourishing art, and vice versa-at least not recently. 
A good ca!e can be made-and it has-that it nourishes criticism, but that is 
another matter altogether and does not detract from my assertion.22 Literature, 
as here discussed, embraces primary, creative, imaginative works: poetry, drama, 
noYels, stories, fiction. Medawar has commented more strenuously than I on 
a subset of this idea. "Science", he has written, "tends to expel literature, and 
literature science, from any territory to which they both Jay claim".2

:
1 The law 

applies as well to art-at-large, not merely to literature, in a highly technological 
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scdety like ours. Nowhere in my oprmon has this been mar apparent in 
recent years than in purgatorial areas touching on human behaviour and per
sonal conduct. Flower children and soldiers alike, intuiting that they could 
contribute nothing to eitl;.er srhere and caught in the loins by an unbanishable 
technology, ha\e turr:ed to a pipedream world of hard drugs, uriisex, and the 
New Jesus, knowing fully well that their alienation could never become recon
ciled to a world they ha:e. If these developments are recent a~d seemingly 
transient to optimists, their aetiology transcends fashion. Owing to the spe
cialized education we promote, the revolt of such groups will probably remain, 
only its momentary sty~e changing. The precise reasons for this horrible de
Yelopment-and every day it grows worse-have eluded men everywhere. But 
of one strain of its truth we may be sure: that those men who profess to 
ameliorate the condition by looking deep into the past, by legislating now from 
its anna!s, are doomed £rem the start. The combination of such profound 
learning and naive be:ie£ in history I ungrammatically call "gullibility to the 
past", glancing backwards at Swift's de~uded madman. \ -· - .' - ~ 

IV. THE GULLIBILITY SYJ\'DROME 
To return to the se\enteenth century and William Harvey is practically 

to speak of our typical and pa~adigmatic ignorance about the relatibn of science 
and the arts. So scholarly and fine a collection of essays as Hedley Howell 
Rhys' Seventeenth Century Science and the Arts (1961), contain~ng essays by 
Stephen Tou!min, Doug~as Bush, Claude Palisca, and James Arkerman, ed
ucated everyone concerned when it appeared, but on further re~onsideration, 
and viewed in the perspective of time, it left unanswered the largest questions 
it attempted to answer: questions relating to definition and precise • statement of 
what constitutes science and what art. Take Harvey as an examp!e. He is 
known during his middle age to haYe purchased paintings for King Charles and 
in old age to have read by day and by night the Ancient Classics.24 All details 
and a context are gor.e; and yet context here is everything. Did Harvey actually 
possess expert know:edge of painting? Did Virgil's poetry nourish his science 
or was his reading a pious act of obeisance? Did he read epic poems imagin
ath-ely or did he read Virgil and Ovid as elderly people read the Bib!e? Was 
Harvey's attraction to the Classics based on some attribute uniquely inherent 
in its authors, or did he read because the innate act itself divertod him from 
daily anatomical explorations? Dozens o£ other possibilities exist to answer 
these and other similar questions-to explain his activity. This leads me to 
my last two points: first, what I have elsewhere called and continue to call the 
"Gullibility Syndrome", and, secondly, to the urgent consequence we face of 
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specialization-consequences that must influence virtually every aspect of the 
problem set by this symposium, the intimate interre!ations of science and the 
arts. 

The import:tnt matter for us today and tomorrow-to continue with the 
examp~e-esta'Jlishes priorities among questions related to the subject. It 
creates a context by which to evaluate the question concerning the Harveys 
of this world, who may or may not have studied the ancient masters, who may 
or may not have been ab'e to tell the difference between a Correggio and 
Raphael, or recite Virgil with early morning ale. Only by so doing can it lead 
us to clues a'Jout the kinds of assimilation for which we are apparently looking 
(although it hasn't as yet been made clear by Lord Snow or anyone else just 
why this assimilation is culturally good). Harvey, in fact, seems nowhere to 
have assimilated art into the fabric of his science. Why should he ha \ e? He 
was a practicing physician. Hew could he ha>e in his written works? A 
considerably annotated passage in OtJ G~n~ration2 r. comparing the observations 
of scientists and painters perhaps will serve to enlighten us of the difficulties. 
Different painters, Haney affirms, paint the same scene in many ways; no 
two paint it similarly. Because observation is so untrustworthy, he continues, 
the scientist must obsene the same phenomenon over and o\·cr in order not 
to end up with :1 series of dissimilar "paintings".26 Even here the two realms 
irreversibly "expel" each other: painter and scientist competing for the same 
field, the same ocean, the same object. Gullible students, as gullible as Gulliver 
tra' elling in make-believe land, merely on the basis of a few brief extant state
mr.nts about Haney's collecting for King Charles, ha\·e made a seemingly air
tight case for his "abundant humanism", demonstrating, once again, the human 
proclivity for generating fallacies. 

Such gullibility not only reminds me that most history, as we know it 
today and as we have known it in the writings of others, is fallacy or, still 
worse, fantasy; but also of specific cases, as for example, a story about an Oxford 
Classics Professor who had never left England until he was invited to lecture 
in California. Having learned to drive while there, he insisted on following 
in a second car his host who bribed every petrol station attendant along the 
route to inquire matter-of-factly of the don, "are you not the Professor at 
Oxford?" The bewildered don, back in England after a fortnight, still in a 
state of shock and soon afterwards no longer able to contain his amazement, 
proclaimed hysterically to the Senior Common Room of his college: "It is not 
true! The Americans are not barbarians! Every petrol station attendant in 
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C£ifornia knew I was the Professor of Greek at Oxford". Far more incred

ible than the outra3eous ta'e itself is the fact that his Commo1Room could 
be:ie\e the ridi..::u:ous episcde e;er to ha . e occurred. .-.: :!. 

Gullibility, though, knows no boundaries, especially in odern times 
and in tl::e writings of some m0dern thinkers who have been inc ined to fabri
cate a much larger e::lifice and postulate the existence of a much greater "cul
tural interaction" in tl:e p:;t than solid historical facts support.2T In the last 
two centuries, the thre:lt to beth science and the arts of each "sub{ulture" (and 
there are many more than two) has been accelerating at an alarming rate; be
fore that, whate. er interaction existed was not conscious or premeditated. Un
conscious inf:uence, as Sncw himself and his followers will concede, operates 
in a totally diffe<ent manner from calculated influence, and tho:ugh it seems 
to the modern tbt the twain meet in a kind of "twilight zone", the mere 
delineation of it begins to lend clarity to the history of the interaction. Today 
the influence is altcgether diffe.ent: the scientist who embarks oh research or 
sets out to write on "gene~ic engineering" knows fully well beforehand that 
he must-consciously-fuse the discoveries of biology, engineerin$, ethics, and 
-if l:e is conscientious-Eng:ish style. In so doing any number of unconscious 

assumptions and presuppositions a:lmittedly are operative and cteep into the 
text of his writing; but such subt~e insinuation cannot be compared with the 
unconscious prccedure of the se. entecnth-century scientist, for qample, who, 
like Harvey, r.e;·cr ~epa~a:ed the various branches of humanistic and scientific 
learning to b:gin with.2 8 We are therefore dealing with different kinds of 
problems, of differing prities and magnitudes, of entirely differ¢nt orders of 
comp~exity, and we do not abet the answers or enhance the likelihood of ap
proaching historical truth by lumping them all together as if they were synony
mous. Gullibility ultimately invohes a non-discrimination of a~estions and 
answers on the mast rudimentary le ; el; the non-ability to isoi::\re a specific 
question, or strain of a question, and suggest a range of likely and probable 
answers. It also invohes correctly solving, for example, the problem of relating 
Harvey's many varied activities within a context that gives mea!fling to each 
individually. In our own time, Snow and Medawar have been far more 
"correct" than many others, a!though one would never know it from the slick 
and glib manner of their presentation: crude, unqualified, unrefined, unschol
arly. The~c men have at least been willing to point out loopholes, to discrim
inate blindness and insight: travelling for Charles, composing an occasional 
analogy in a scientific treatise-tl:ese most emphatically do n9t constitute 
"assimilation" of the two cultures by each other.29 Which lead me to the 
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second and final point: the two cultures in this century and the future of 
specialization. 

V. SPECIALIZAT!ON AND ITS DISCONTENTS 
We all know how much of our educational ma'aise today is a revolt 

against specialization.30 In no other age in recorded history ha\e young Feople 
been required to know so much about individual disciplines. And yet, the
lure of other subjects, especially for the young, appears to them inescapable, 
most apparently in our uni\ ersities. Who, the elder statesmen among us 
ask, can encompass both cultures? Where dwells a Prometheus who can lift 
both science and the arts on his shoulders? But the young, as b~ind :ls Roman 
andabata in combat, not realizing they are the grotesque children of Franken
stein, dreamily imagine it can be done. They are idealistic and unknowing. 
They are in for a jarring shock. 

Here, again, we perhaps ought to rehearse the stark reality for a sym· 
posium such as this: that it is not enough for the participants to immiLlre them
selves in secure and remote ivory towers, to escape into a mythical pa:;t, to deal 
only as antiquarians and historians with the immeme prob!em of the .history of 
the interrelations of science and the arts, to construe the matter merely in a 
dehumidified void containing no tunnel to the pre~ent and, achingly, without 
the remotest possibility of influencing the future. For the historian's role 
itself has now been uprooted, his prestige lost, and any residual sense of his 
conception of himself as a Faustian creature, wallowing in the pleasure of pos
sessing all knowledge, debunked. Our age of uncertainty regarding e1·erything 
from mathematical laws to moral principles renders him at best an obsolete 
character type. Knowing every aspect of the interre!ation of science and the 
arts in the past will not solve our problem today: despite the amazing advances 
of technology, each day seems harder to get through than the prcviow:. Those 
of us who are dons suffer the same condition no less than other citizens in the 
same society. Three decades ago Cyril Darlington, rerhaps unwittingly but 
still prophetically, sketched a blueprint of what then seemed to be a distant 
future. How true it rings today: "The universities ha .e the means to adopt 
living knowledge. They also have the means to resist it. But estab:!ished, as 
they were, to promote dead knowledge, knowledge of no danger to society, 
they naturally choose to resist the living and c'ea . e to the dead, which is always 
unmistakable and unalterably pure".31 If only our prob'em in 1972 were a mono
lithic cleaYage between two seemingly irreconci'ab~e tyres of uni\·ersity educa· 
tion! Or even the slender matter of promoting an amicab~e ambience in which 
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scientists and humanists can speak to ea:h ether. Instead, we in 1972 are faced 

with a deadly sort of gradual de~ay-not a revolution but a kind of unprece
dented global disintegration-of our most cherished structures (e~ucation, the 

law, safety, manners, mora~s, art). Such imminent de~ay god, far beyond 
any local problem restricted to the universities. An aspect of thiis de:::tdence 
involves the existence of dispa:a:e worlds which, as B:m!ez intimates, are not 

ta:king to each other, and in some cases do net e en know of the. existence of 
one another. And we won't encourage them by resorting to a past that has 
no meaning for th~m: Vitruvius, Ba:on, Milton, Newton, Leibniz, fhe Darwins, 

Whewell, Hegel, Goethe. In a sense the order of the prob!em s1 far exceeds 
an academic dimension that folly alone could impel us here today to believe 
we can influence a solution, assuming solutions exist. But insofar as we can 

make any infringement, I am absolutely certain that the "history of the de
ve!opment"-to lend it a ring of respectability- wi!l a'one not put together 
the pieces. In chronicling and e. aluating the != ast, it cannot have been enough 
-eYcn in the far distant past-to know ab:mt both, remote as that possibility 

is for epochs when the two realms were ne;er separated in the fi~t place. 
I 

One must use his knowledge as did, for examp:e, Leibni:z.l and Hegel. 

But if assimilation prmes unfeasib!e, then better a chemical:y imaginath·e Boyle 
than a mediocre scientist like John Twysden; better a B:ake who "mccked on" 

Voltaire (an eighteenth-century scientific philcscpher) or a Word$worth, who 
conscioruly turned away {rom the shackles of Locke and Linnaeus) two of the 

most influential scientific minds upon poets of the ear:y nineteenth century
than a tedious Erasmus Darwin or Richard Jago. Better in the se11JSe that their 
works a~e useful to society and profitaSle to private citizens. TI1Ue, we will 
never know what Erasmus Darwin's poetry would ha e been Ijke without 

I 

Linnaeus-or, for that matter, Jago's without the Burnet ControYdrsy and the 

New Geology of the mid-eighteenth century-but if Th~ Bctanonic Garden. 

serves as an examp~e, then beLter not to h:ne ha::.l Linnaeus assimilated into 

English poetry at all. Many other examples are waiting to be pl~cked. Let 
one suffice: tr.e appreciation of pcetry will not make a chemist a better chemist; 
it may enrich his life and make him a m:>re culturally well-rounded person, 

but the actual influence on his chemistry is dubious, at best. The moral shines 
clear through all the:e examp'es: ~cicnce, in and of itself, dces n~t make an 
artist a better artist, or vice-\ ersa. Charles Darwin has stated ·the matter 

dramatically and succinct:y in his Autobiography when ccmment~ng that his 
scientific resc:arch grew worse as he read more poetry and bett r when be 

stopped.33 . . " , , , , .. ; 
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These conclusions are admittedly pen·er~e, and bending the facts to suit 
a trumped up generalization that "science and the arts ha . e always marched 
hand in hand" sooner or later will be exposed as a fallacy concccted by a group 
of disenchanted academics who had an axe to grind. In isolated instances 
throughout the whole of history, cases do exist of tangib!e "assimi'ated in
fluence" going one way (science to the arts) or the other (arts inlluencing 
science); but no general law can be extracted frcm this assertion since there 
are at least as many cases showing no influence as tho~e that do. Nor can 
one judge either the quality of a particular work of art or achie. c~ment in 
science (e.g. an invention, discovery, scientific theorem) by its cap':>ilitJ to have 
been influenced by the other, whether science or art. 

Poetry, for example, like all other art, always succeeds in the $arne way: 
by virtue of enduring tides of taste and the vagaries of fashion. Bu't a great 
poem, marble-like, outlives and perdures, ei entually canes its own pc~rmanent 
niche and gains its fair recognition. As dces a symphony or a great painting, 
a distinguished poem will e\ entually achieve its merited place in literature 
although it takes scores of years to discover its greatness. 

There is no such phenomenon in reality as a great artist succeedling only 
for his own age: Shakespeare, Turner, and Handel ha\e succeeded as have 
Harvey, Newton, and Rutherford-by the endurance throughout time of the 
merit of their works-and the extent of their achie\·ement cannot be mapped 
out on a graph measuring their peculiar ability to ~e influenced by science, 
or in the case of the latter, by art. If sound research demonstrates such in
fluence, this may enable us to understand better the particular artist or scien
tist, his development, career, blossoming, the conditions enhancing his work, 
and so forth, but it will not, indeed cannot, encroa:h upon our sem:e of his 
final achievement. If, therefore, it turns out in the future ages of man--to 
paraphrase Wordsworth's often quoted sentence in his Prefau to tht• Lyrical 
Ballads (1798)-that scientists and non-scientists can do 'ery well :rans one 
another, ought we not to leave well enough alone? Ought we not then to 
admit that they are growing apart au fond and content oursehes that this de
velopment does not entail such a sad state of affairs after all, despite the myth 
of their having historically been handmaidens to one another? - :: ' • •' 

VI. THE FUTURE _.: .: r .. ·.: 

The signals are monolithically other than just predicted. Te<:hnology 
is no longer what she used to be, not e1en in 1959 when Lord Snow lectured. 
Who today (with the possible exception of Dr. Lea·. is who, in his mo:>t recent 
hysterical outburst with Lord Noel Annan has demonstrated that such anti-
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scientific humanists like himself haYe lost the battle and are It>Iding on to 
their last will and testament for dear life~ 3 ) would deny te<:hnolo!y's rewards? 
Would we be gathe~ed in this room? Would we ha.e l::een ab' to assemb~e 

in Edinburgh, having come frcm all t~.e distant corners of the gl be? Would 
this unhersity ha\e been ab~e so splendidly and e~egantly to hou~e and board 
so many of us? Decidedly not. Consider and appreciate thei prob~em of 
shepherding people over large distances in the Middle Ages. Eut also con
sider that the rhetorical questions here asked imp:y answers not completely 
straightforward. The superlati·, e question latent here is not whether science 
and the arts have influenced one another-we know they have in !certain cases, 
and have not in others-or even whether they ought to influence' one another 
in the future. No, the question is hew they can supplement one another and 
lead all of us hopefully to a richer cultural and emotional life than we now lead. 
No one who boasts sanity and sobriety would dream of banishing one or the 
other, and c:\eryone knows how impossib:e it is to li\ e through :a sing~e day 
without each. But not Yery many scholars, or e> en very many imaginative· 
minded persons, have inquired how science and the arts can nourish, en
courage, and support one anotl:er. Our obsession with the past ~as caused us 
to focus on the war between them: the history of their rift. War implied 
factions, and historians proceeded, like Dr. Leavis, to trace tl:e history of their 
impending separation: their storm and strife and finally tl:e aftettmath of the 
schism. The "other side" of their story, tl:eir marriage, as it w~re, has been 
left by the wayside, and wher:e era book re~ating them (such as W:1y lie Sypher's 
Literature and Technology, 1969) is published, the emphasis alf:ays centers 
on their hostility. This conference itself has demonstrated the rirection, at 
least in the announced topics and papers: a handful of exam?les: to the con
trary cannot offset a dominant trend re vealing that most art ists hpve despised 
science and technology and will probab:y continue to do so. If w~ look about 
us in the literary world, we can observe that only in literary hi$tory do the 
two become wedded. Science fiction, alor:e among the creative farms of liter
ature published today, demonstrates the marriage. And yet not :one s;:eaker 
on this panel has taken the time to examir:e this rich art form, eYICrywhere in 
the Western world so potentially important for the future of lite~ature. 

In the future, te:hnology must ne~es~a:ily be the mistressl She must 
reign supreme: for technolcgy alor.e can fed the bi 'lions that will tread on 
the face of the earth, and te:hnology alone, not pcetry, can pre. ern terrestrial 
cataclysm and devastation. Riding on the crest of her wa\·e together with all 
our other activities are the "two cultures"-although even to employ! that phrase 
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now seems to indulge in a dead issue. But we must not lose sight of the 
"counter cultures" which, in 1972, loom as large in any discussion of the future, 
as science and tl:e arts. The war now is between estaS:ishments and anti
establishments, between authority and dissent; and there is probably more 
truth to the supposition that scientists and artists, if emp!oyed and "established", 
are viewed by the counter sub-cultures as the enemy. Even if the counter 
cultures had not arisen in the Fifties and Sixties, there would still remain the 
prob!em of searching for the pra~tical 'alt:e of tracing the history of science 
and the arts. And here history is but a feeble teacher despite the beautiful 
energies of my learned colleagues who Yery soon will show you how science 
and the arts were once wedded in the Renaissance and e\en in the En~ighten
ment: sitting on one cushion, as Shakespea~e wou!d have said, a union in 
seeming prtition. That union has disapreared, and the development, con
trary to our intuition, may be a Yery happy de·,elopment. If science has in the 
past, as Medawar has commented, tended to "expel" literature, then technology 
-to retain his rhetoric-today is "expelling" history. 

If the rift continues, will the future stand to lose? Will culture be a 
more barren desert than at present? WiU there be no cases? Probably not. 
The separation of science and the arts makes little pra:tical difference: it is 
a theoretical construct of limited practical significance that has little effectiYe 
app'ication in daily life. \Ve do not ask when dialing a number if the tele
phone itself is "science" or the "arts"; nor do most of us-a!though I am aware 
some of us do-question whether the te'ephone is good or bad: it is there; we 
accept this convenience, \Ve all usc it, and most of us are eterna!ly grateful. 
Transpo~ed to the study of individual disciplines (e.g. history, philosophy, the 
arts, physics, biology), rather than to gadgets, the same matter-of-fact process 
re·:eals it~e~f. SFe~ialization in our uni \·ersities marches ahead, a'though insula
tion need not; specia:ization is pm-\·erful, profita'.Jle, and pra:tica[ to all citizens 
of the state. 

Other foreign lands must, of course, ~e sought out. It is prt of the 
human condition continua1ly to exp'ore and hunt for r:ew horizons. If we 
educators would advertise, for example, the a:fvantages of cu'tural interchange 
between science and the arts as much as the present ConserYative Government 
the Common Market, we shall have ta;Jped a potential asset. English intel
lectual life here affords a unique opportunity, for it remains, unlike American, 
remarkably intimate. Perha;JS Eng'and is the obvious country in which to 
start anotl-:er kind of reforma:ion other tha:1 religious: in this Yery old and 
,·cry brilliant country, the particu~ar combination of size and receptivity to 
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the new would seem the obvious place at which to start moving towards the 
twenty-first century. ' 

But we must, esFecially the romantics among us, shed any sentimental 
or nostalgic notion of science and the arts magically fused into sorhe hermaph

roditic whole. We must nerer allow ourselves to be trapped into naively 
believing that science and the arts, once whole and sadly having grown separate, 
must now each l::e recalled from its involuntary exile and thrown together, 

haphazardly and just for the sake of retaining organic wholeness, into an 
artificial union. Sometimes fragmentation represents human progress and 
civilization, and that of science and art may be a case in point. Although we 

continue to say we can't, we must pause and reconsider what this particular 
relationship means for the future of mankind. And in so doing, :we probably 
ought to rethink the whole question of the two cultures, an issue t itsdf now 
so dead that the college students I tea2h at present at the University f California 
conceire of it as tl:ey do the remote topics in Herodotus, Machiavdli, and Lord 
Acton, We, like Archimdes plunging bodies into water to obser~e what hap
pens or like De:cartes seated near his stove in "won'drous experimdnt", need to 
recover a seme of wanting to explore ,:irgin territory. It is my emphatic hope 

that when this symposium r:e.xt congregates, it will necessarily ramble into the 

future rather than concentrate exc~usively upon the past; that it \will explore 
the possib~e courses of future culture rather than the "antique history"-as Gib
bon wrote when discarding irre'evant aSfC:Cts of his Decline of Rome-of a 
somewhat dated hostility l:etween two mythical cultures, or what sorne mindless 

souls will never fercei' e was in the first place merely a metapho~ to describe: 
the frustration and 0\-er-growing disenchantment of a small but decaying seg· 

ment of the world's O\erall population, the inteliectual Plantaganets . 

" ! . _. ; l ··- ,, 
NOTES 

l. C. P. Snow, The Tan Cu!.'ure! and the Sciwtific Revolution: The Rede 
Lec:ure, 195') (Cambridge, 1959), p. 10. 

2. Of the va:t literature written on this subject, the best summary remains 
Theodore Roszak's The Making of a Counter Culture (New York~ Doubleday, 
1969). . ' 

3. The Ttf!:J Cul~m!'·-, p. 15. 
4. The T:vo Cu!turu, p. 15, 
5. See the ba'anced o?inio::1 of Gerald F. Else, Aristotle's Poerics: T e Argumfflt 

(Cambridge, Massa:husetts, 1957), , , " . .. 
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6. See Benjamin Farrington, Francis Bacon: Philosoph(r of lnduttrial Sdmce 
(London, 1951); and the many books by Pao~o Rossi on Bacon's learning. 

7. The reader interested in pursuing the fortunes of the Snow-Leavis controversy 
during the Sixties may wish to co:-tsult these works: F. R. Leavis, Two Cul
tur(s? Th( Significance of C. P. Snotll: The Richmond Lec:urc, 1962 witn 
an essay on Sir Charl(s Snow's Rede Lecture by Michael Yudkin (London, 
1962) and C. P. Snow, The Two Cu!tum: A Second Look (Cambridge, 1963). 
Snow in his Rede lecture ( 1959), co:1fined himself to statements about the 
non-communication of two types of educ-ation, scientific and a~tistic. The 
immediate context of his lecture was expansion of the British universities and 
the b:ueprints of a new curriculum for them. At no point did he focus on 
the two cultures in society-at-large. 

8. There are, of course, exceptions; but these figures are so unrepresentative of 
our culture ar large that they can be enume;ated 0:1 a sing~e page. Most are 
tucked away in high-ranking s:ientifi: or academic posts, for example, Rene 
Dubo> at New York's Ro:kefeller Institute, 

9. The Ttvo Cultures, p. to. 
10. These influences have now been m!croscopically investigated: for Michdange1o, 

see Ro~ert J. Clements, Michelangelo's The01·y of Art (London, 1963; and 
Charles Mo:gan, The Life of Michelangelo (London, 1960); for Da Vinci, 
R. Marco1ongo, Leonardo da Vinci ar:is:a- cienzia:o (Mi~an, 1939); E. Belt, 
L~onardo the Ana·omist (lawrence, Kansas, 1955); and Ivor B. Hart, The 
Mechanica! lnves-iga·ions of Leonardo Da Vinci, foreword by E. A. Moody 
(Berkeley and Los Ange~es, 19:-3); for Mi1ton, Mariorie Hope Ni:ho!son, 
Science and lmagina·ion (Itha·a, New York, 1962). The most learned of 
Leonardo scho'ars, RoSerto Marco'ongo, who has contributed the chapter 
entitled "Da Vinci's Me~hanics" to the magnificent two-volume Da Vinci 
Memoria! published by the Leisure Arts Press (No-;ara: Itaiy, 1964), has noted: 
(vol. II, p. 483) "When seen in those two asFects {as artist and scientist], the 
figure of Leonardo is not oaly immense: it is a!J but unique in the history of 
the deve!opment of scientific thought, the two sides being linked by closer and 
deeper ties than ca:1 be per:eived at first sight, a!though the second of them~ 
namely, Leonardo as an artist, has been studied in extemive wo:ks far more 
than the first asFect, and this has been true in all t:mcs and in a:l countries. 
There are few treatments that show us a complete Leoaardo, Lc:onardo as a 
true and supreme artist-scientist, with a few exceptions st•ch as the article in 
the Enciclop~dia i 'a'iana''. Later on, Leonardo's reaso:1s for aspiring to know 
about bo·h science and the a~ts are explained. "[ be!ieve that Leonardo !creed 
by events, by the circumstances of his life, by his competition with other artists, 
to engage in works invo:ving all the branches of Renaissa!1ce engineering, rea
lized, with the intuit~on of genius, the need for the preliminary theoretical re· 
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search that he compared to the captain, practice and applications being the 
so!diers". Elsewhere in the same vo:ume Giuseppe Favaro, an e~xpert on the 

._. , .. . relation of Leonardo's art to the bio:ogical sciences, has commented ("Anatomy 
and the Bio~ogical Sciences", 353-387) that "Leonardo seems notl to have: de
voted himself to the deeper study of human anatomy from the ouiset, but, like 
o~her Renaissance r:ainters, to have cultivated it solely for the purpoge of forming 
a so~id foundation preliminary to the study of art. He appears to have devoted 
himself to accurate anatomical investigation only later, attracted to it by his 
thirst for study and knowledge." (p. 363) 

11. Th~ Two Cu!:ures, p. 18. 
12. Gotthe's achievement in both realms has been brilliantly studied Thy Phillip E. 

Ritterbush, "Organic Fo;-m: Aesthetics and Objectivity in the Study of Form 
in the Life S:iences", in Organic Form; The Life of an Idea, ed-;G. S. Rous-
seau (Londo:1, 1972), pp. 00-00. j' 

13. A lopsided view of Sherrington's literary achievement appears ,n C. E. R. 
Sherrington, Charles Scott Sherrington 1857-1952 (London, 1957); a more 
realistic view is found in Baron Henry Cohen's Sherrington, fhysiologist, 
Phi.'osopher and Poet (London: The Sherrington Lectures, 1958~. 

14. Oddly enough, he was cheered by many of his colleagues who f~lt the same 
way but had not the conviction or courage to speak out. 

15. See especially the two vo:umes entitled The Life and Selectio~s from the 
Corresp~ndence of William Whewell (London, 1881) as well as trodhunter's 
William Whewell ... wi:h Sc.'ections from his Correspondence 1Cambridge, 
1876). 

16. Not a sing!e Newto:I scho'ar has, to my knowledge, made a dase for the 
influence. The most authoritati\·e work on the subject is Fraf Manuel's 
Isaac Ne:vton , Historian (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1963). 

17, There is a large literature studying the two-way influence: see, especially, 
Hegel's Science of Logic, trans . W. H. Johnson and L. G. Struthers (London, 
1928, 2nd ed.), The Muirhead Library of Philosophy; and J. N. Fimdlay, "The 
Phi~osophy of Nature", in Hegel: A Re-Examination (London, 195$), pp. 267-
287. 

18. Such statements, for example, as. this: "Scientific Humanism ca~ provide a 
real and lively basis for faith in the business of living, and also a spur to effort 
by rcminding man that he is now the so~e trustee for any further ~rogrcss to 
be made by Life" (Humanism by Julian Huxley, Gilbert Murray, I and J. H. 
O:dham (London, 1944), p. 4. Has the case ever been otherwise since the 
dawn of recorded history? Or take this simple-minded and bli!lldly naive 
assertion (Humanism, p. 5): "In the modern world science a:one qan provide 
the nece~s1ry basis fo.- further a :I \'ance." 

19. See the biographics by T. M. Fries (1923), C. L. Brightwell (18$8), D. C. 
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Carr ( 1837), and others going back to the late eighteenth century, all per
petrating the same story. 

20. Cyril Darlington, The Conflict of Scicnu and Soci~ty: Conway Memorial 
Lecture (London, 1948), pp. 40-41. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

Shaw's treatment of science receives extensive t~catment in William Irvine's 
The Univeru of G. B. S, (New York, 1949), which discusses his dislike of 
doctors, dispraise of medicine, distrust of science genet ally, and concludes ( p. 
314): "Essentially, he is an armchair investigator, deriving his data from books, 
introspection, and literary analysis. He might also be called a vicarious, or 
parasitic experimenter, for he preys on the experiments of others . . ." If 
this constitutes "assimilation", then every author from Moses to Thomas Mann, 
from Beowulf to Virginia Woolf, has been a true man of "both cultures!" 

This influence has recently been argued by George P. Elliot, "Science and the 
Profession of Literature", The Atlantic Mon:hly (O~tober 1971), pp. 105-111, 
who views the influence as nothing less than di~astrous. 

Encounter (January 1969), p. 23. 

24. For Harvey's collecting, see Geoffrey Keynes, The Life of William Harvey 
(Oxford, 1966), pp. 155££., and the biography in the Dic:ionary of Na:ional 
Biography. 

25. (London, 1648), pp. 155-156. 
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:; '! then every dunce can prove that it (i.e., science) influences derything else, 
especially every "art", because science here denotfs everything. 
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a Counter Culture (1969), as well as Christopher Jencks and David Riesman, 

· ~ The Academic Revolution (New York, 1968), and, 1nore recentlyt Jean-Francais 
Revel's Without Marx or Jesus (New York, 1971 ), the sections dealing with 
the alienation of America's young. 
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32. Autobiography of Charles DarwitJ, ed. N. Barlow (London, 19 8), p. 138. 
33. See G. S. Rousseau, "Quality or E-Quality in the Universities: Some Mcdita

·., tions on the Lea vis-Lord Annan Controversy", Ar:s in Socit:t;:: Search for 
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